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abstract
The Electronic Product Code™ is a naming and identification scheme that was designed to uniquely
identify all objects, whether physical or virtual. However, the 96-bit and 64-bit representations
of the Electronic Product Code™, the EPC-96 and EPC-64 respectively, have practical limitations
on the number of objects, services, assemblies, and groupings that may be uniquely identified.
These limitations arise due to the limited number of bits that are allocated to represent the various
components of the Electronic Product Code™. We present a 256-bit representation of the Electronic
Product Code™, the EPC-256, that does not suffer from these practical limitations.
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1. introduction
The Electronic Product Code™ is a naming and identification scheme designed to enable the unique identification of all objects, whether physical or virtual. An Electronic Product Code™ uniquely identifies an
object with the combination of three unique numbers: Domain Manager number, Object Class number, and
Serial Number. A representation of an Electronic Product Code™ is referred to as an EPC™, and 96-bit and
64-bit representations have been defined previously [2, 1]. While there is no limitation on the number of
objects that may be identified with an Electronic Product Code™, specific EPC™ representations do enforce
limitations on how many Electronic Product Codes™ may be represented by that specific EPC™ version.
The EPC-96 and EPC-64 were designed for the short term use of the Electronic Product Code™ as a physical
object identifier. The EPC-96 and EPC-64 versions were developed with the knowledge that the limitations
imposed by these representations may make them insufficient for the long term use of the Electronic Product
Code™ as a universal identification scheme. Larger EPC™ representations have always been expected
and planned for with the use of a Version Number in the EPC™ representation.
The EPC-96 and EPC-64 have limitations that arise due to the limited number of bits that are allocated
to represent the three component numbers of the Electronic Product Code™. Of particular practical
importance is the number of bits allocated to represent the Domain Manager numbers of an EPC™.
The EPC-64 provides up to 26 bits to represent Domain Manager numbers (allowing up to 67,108,864
Domain Managers) with each Domain Manager able to uniquely identify more than 6.87 x 1010 objects.
The EPC-96 provides 28 bits to represent Domain Manager numbers (allowing up to 268,435,456
Domain Managers) with each Domain Manager able to uniquely identify more than 1.15 x 10 18 objects.
While the number of possible Domain Managers and the number of items uniquely identifiable per
Domain Manager with the EPC-64 and EPC-96 are sufficient over at least the medium term use of the
Electronic Product Code™, particularly as a physical object identifier, the number of unique Domain
Manager numbers may not be sufficient for the long term use of the Electronic Product Code™ as a
universal identification scheme. The use of the Electronic Product Code™ to uniquely identify nonobjects, such as services and aggregations, will accelerate the usage of the Electronic Product Code™
namespace and further exacerbate problems arising from the limitations of the EPC-96 and EPC-64
representations. Therefore, we present a 256-bit representation of the Electronic Product Code™, the
EPC-256, that provides up to 128 bits to represent Domain Manager numbers (able to represent more
than 3.40 x 1038 Domain Manager numbers) with each Domain Manager able to uniquely identify
more than 1.32 x 1036 objects. Consequently, the EPC-256 is designed to be usable over the long term
use of the Electronic Product Code™ as a universal identification scheme, not just a physical object
identification scheme.

2. the electronic product code™ and the epc™
The Electronic Product Code™ is a unique identification scheme consisting of three partitions:
Domain Manager, Object Class, and Serial Number. The Domain Manager number identifies the entity
responsible for allocating and maintaining the Object Class numbers and Serial Numbers for that
domain. The owner of a specific Domain Manager number is also responsible for ensuring the reliable
operation of the Object Name Service (ONS) for that domain and for maintaining and publishing
associated documents [3]. The Object Class number identifies a logical grouping of objects. In the
identification of manufactured goods, the Object Class number may be considered to be the product
identifier or Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) [4], that is, it identifies a group of products that have the same
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characteristics (as defined by that Domain Manager). The Object Class number may also be used for
any other object grouping scheme developed by the Domain Manager. The Serial Number encodes a
unique identification number for an object or logical entity identified by a Domain Manager as part of
a specific Object Class. The combination of Domain Manager number, Object Class number, and Serial
Number uniquely identifies an object.
An EPC™, a representation of an Electronic Product Code™, encodes the three numbers in the final three
of its four internal partitions. The first partition is a Version Number that indicates the number of bits
contained in each of the remaining three partitions (in order following the Version Number): Domain
Manager, Object Class, and Serial Number.

3. design strategy
We consider the design strategy for a large bit length EPC™ identification number. We include underlying
assumptions, theoretical constraints, and practical implementation constraints that lead to a particular
design approach.

3.1. Object Identification
The larger EPC™ identification versions defined here serve the same function as the 96-bit and 64-bit
EPCs™ previously defined. Therefore, the same reasoning and assumptions that went into the design of
these EPCs™ applies to a larger EPC™ representation [2, 1]. Thus, the larger EPC™ versions must contain
the same four partitions as the EPC-64 and EPC-96 versions: Version Number, Domain Manager, Object
Class, and Serial Number.
The Electronic Product Code™ was designed to uniquely identify objects, both physical objects and virtual
objects. The EPC-96 and EPC-64 were designed to enable the inexpensive identification of physical
objects. A larger EPC™ version may be more expensive to use for identifying physical objects but will
have little or no cost impact on the identification of virtual objects.
Since a larger identification version enables more exibility in the partition sizes, a variable partitioning
scheme should at least be considered. The disadvantages of variable partition schemes – more complex
descriptions, parsers, routers, and software – should, however, limit the extent of partition variations.

3.2. Superset of Smaller EPCs
An EPC™ of a specific length should be able to represent a proper superset of the Electronic Product
Codes™ representable by all smaller length EPC™ versions. In this way, all identifiers representable by
the smaller EPC™ versions can be represented by the larger EPC™ version.

3.3. Version Number Partition
The Version Number must be at least 8 bits in length to accommodate the 8-bit Version Numbers used
in the EPC-96 and the 2-bit Version Numbers used in the EPC-64. The EPC-96 does not utilize all possible
Version Numbers; therefore, an 8 bit Version Number for the EPC-256 is possible. The maximum size
of the Version Number partition is limited by the practical number of versions expected. A size of 8 bits
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provides for up to 256 different versions to be shared with all smaller versions. The limited number
of EPC™ versions being defined thus far combined with the practical need to minimize the number
of versions, allows that 8 bits should be sufficient for the Version Number partition.

3.4. Domain Manager Partition
The Domain Manager partition should be at least 28 bits in length, the maximum length available
in the EPC-96 and EPC-64 versions. The maximum length of the Domain Manager partition should
be large enough to enable the representation of enough Domain Managers over the long term use
of the Electronic Product Code™ while still enabling each Domain Manager to uniquely identify a large
number of objects. We consider that 128 bits enables the representation of more than 3.40 x 1038
items, which is nearly equal to the number of molecules on the surface of the earth. Therefore, a
128-bit Domain Manager partition would provide for the long term use of the Electronic Product Code™,

3.5. Object Class Partition
As with the Domain Manager partition, the Object Class partition must provide for at least the capacity
of the largest EPC-96 and EPC-64 version. Therefore, the Object Class partition must be at least 24 bits,
the number of bits defined in the EPC-96 Type I version. This Object Class length is sufficient to identify
more types of objects than are currently identified in widely used identification schemes. Therefore, a
larger Object Class partition is not required to meet current uses; however, a larger Object Class partition
should enable future applications and identification methodologies applied by a particular Domain Manager.

3.6. Serial Number Partition
As with the Domain Manager partition and the Object Class partition, the Serial Number partition must
provide for at least the capacity of the largest EPC-96 and EPC-64 version. Therefore, the Serial Number
partition must be at least 36 bits, the number of bits defined in the EPC-96 Type I version.

3.7. Multiple Versions
The 256-bit EPC™ is designed to meet the future needs of the applications using the Electronic Product
Code™. The exact needs of the future applications are not concretely known at this point in time;
therefore, the 256-bit EPC™ versions must be exible enough so as not to limit future applications.
Multiple versions provide this exibility. By defining multiple versions now, certainty is provided on
the structure of at least some of the EPC-256 versions.
Table 1: EPC-256 Type I, Type II,
and Type III bit allocations.

epc-256
epc-256
epc-256

type i
type ii
type iii

version
number

domain
manager

8
8
8

32
64
128
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4. epc-256 design
Given the discussions of the previous section, a practical large size object identification number that is
consistent with the previously defined EPC-96 and EPC-64 versions can be defined. The large number of
bits available for future use in a 256-bit representation provides a large amount of exibility in the design
of an EPC-256. We utilize this exibility and define three versions of the EPC-256 as shown in Table 1.
All three of these versions provide 56 bits for the Object Class number enabling the unique identification
of more than 7.20 x 1016 object classes by each Domain Manager. The number of bits in the Domain
Manager partition is the primary differentiator between each of these 256-bit versions. The EPC-256
Type I is capable of representing more than 4.2 billion unique Domain Managers, each capable of
uniquely identifying more than 1.05 x 1065 items. The EPC-256 Type II is capable of representing more
than 1.84 x 1019 unique Domain Managers, each capable of uniquely identifying more than 2.45 x 1055
items. The EPC-256 Type III is capable of representing more than 3.40 x 1038 unique Domain Managers,
each capable of uniquely identifying more than 1.32 x 1036 items.

5. conclusions
The Electronic Product Code™ enables the unique identification of all objects, whether physical or
virtual, and may be used to identify non-objects, such as services and groupings. An EPC™ is a standard
representation of the Electronic Product Code™. The previously defined EPC-96 and EPC-64 versions were
designed specifically for the low-cost identification of physical objects. The low cost limitations of these
versions resulted in a potential limitation on the practical use of the Electronic Product Code™ over its
long term use to identify objects and non-objects alike. The EPC-256 is a larger Electronic Product Code™
representation designed to enable the long term use of the identification scheme in all contexts
requiring unique identification.
The desire to remain exible in the face of unknown future applications has led us to define three EPC-256
versions that remain consistent with the previously defined 96-bit and 64-bit Electronic Product Code™
representations while providing well defined, yet exible 256-bit representations. The definition of a 256-bit
EPC™, a length that is not expected to be exceeded even over the long term use of Electronic Product Code™
identifiers, further clarifies the set of potential EPC™ representations, removing a considerable amount
of uncertainty over possible future versions.
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